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Kerry Cassidy Interviews Simon Parkes
Recorded Thursday, June 25, 2020
Kerry interviews Simon about possible upcoming events, their length, and
their preferred timeline for the latter part of 2020, a make or break time.
Simon Parkes: Silly enough here across the pond from you guys, the British police
have been talking about Brexit and saying that Brexit was going to cause civil unrest
on streets, going… when you look into it, it appears that they’re using Brexit as a
cover for a potential for some disruption, and I would say the same for the U.S. I have
always talked two weeks, two weeks to three weeks of disruption. The last three years
I’ve always said that if there was going to be a disruption to energy or transportation,
it would only be about two weeks or three weeks, and I’ve always said to people just
keep enough food and water just for a couple of weeks, don’t need to stock up for
months and months, but it’s interesting that I’m getting messages now from the U.S.
that there may be some states that have some form of disorder. There may be some
form of blackout imposed, some form of curfew, but it would only be slated into two
weeks, and it’s interesting that the Brits, although they’re talking in connection with
Brexit, now also talking about a similar sort of two-week period or three-week period.
So I think this is all coming to a head and for the last six months I’ve have been saying
that October, November, and December of this year are now perhaps some of the most
crucial months on this planet, and I never expected any serious indictments to be
opened until October. I always thought it would be from October onward, so as you
said it about three times now, in the beginning this show, this is the most interesting
time. It is. It’s a really exciting time. It’s a bit nerve-racking really, but we’ve got to go
through this. So, October, November, December, make or break really in terms of how
quickly we can get things done.
Kerry Cassidy: Okay, so let me sort of backtrack on what you’re saying, so that I
understand it. Are you saying there will be a two-week interruption in services?
SP: I’m saying there’ll be some form of shutdown of some … if a certain body is going
to move against another body, and both bodies control different arms of the
government, then in order to push your agenda through, you have to shut down that
arm of the body that’s still run by the bad guys, so that may mean that you have to
impact civilians in order to freeze out some of the negative entities. So yeah, you
could well have a disruption to cellphones, to landlines, to electricity. Yes, I am
saying that.
KC: All right, and starting when exactly?
SP: Well I never expected anything to start before October.
KC: Okay, but you never did, but are we to consider that it starts before October or are
we to say that…
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SP: Well look, if it starts in, if it starts one week before October I don’t think I’ll be too
cross. I’ve always said October, November, December, and if it started in the last week
of September, which there are certain forces pushing for I have to tell you.
KC: Right.
SP: Uh, I won’t be bothered, because hey listen, I was only a week out, but what I’ve
also said, and this is like deadly serious is that if it doesn’t happen in October,
November, December, it’s not going to happen properly, so it’s really got to happen
October, November, December, because the window of opportunity will be lost.
KC: All right. Well that’s very interesting, yeah, so…
SP: What I wanted to say about QAnon was that in my understanding it is four males,
four males and a very advanced artificial intelligence computer.
KC: Oh wow! That’s fascinating. Why do they need the artificial intelligence computer
for what they’re doing?
SP: Because it is partly divining the future. It is also in communication with the
highest military in the U.S., and it can hack into either side to predict the future, not
through a crystal ball, but through the intentions of previous actions. So in other
words, you could put a paper trail together and you could be fairly clear that this was
going to come from it, so we’re looking at a group of four men and a very advanced DWave computer that almost sees to foretell the future, but is connected to an advanced
communication system, and is partly providing information to secret groups, which
are positive.
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